Monday

Today in art we water painted scarecrows. We had a lock down drill. We read chapter 10 in the chocolate touch. We finished up our moon unit! We had a unit 2 math review in 3D /3L math. In reading workshop we reread Allies Basketball Dream and summarized the story with a partner.

Tuesday

We finished The Chocolate Touch. Today instead of P.E. we had the winner of 2008 Miss Iowa came in and gave a speech. Today in reading we partner read Allies basketball dream. We worked on our moon writing. We had a unit two math test in 3D/3L!
Hello 3D Parents, We had a great week of learning in 3D!! This week we continued to work on summarizing texts to help strengthen our comprehension! Please take time to ask your kids to summarize what they are reading! (whole book/chapter) It is great practice for them to talk about their reading/thinking regularly! We started learning about the bones and muscles this week! Your 3D friend should have brought home a copy of the skeleton this week! I will also post one on the 3rd grade website for extra practice! Happy Friday:) Ms. Dolan

BONUS WORDS: cranium phalanges

Don’t forget to read and practice subtraction facts!!